APOLLO 2.x

DESIGN UPDATES
Clinical Trials

Together, we work to expand veterinary medical knowledge, improve patient care, and find new or better ways to diagnose, treat, or prevent diseases that affect our pets through clinical research studies.

The UF Veterinary Hospitals are active in discovering new treatments for naturally occurring diseases and developing a better understanding of how the diseases begin along with new ways to prevent diseases from happening. If you are seeking more information about current Clinical Trials, visit our pages to the left or feel free to contact us at (352)392-2235 to be directed to a clinical trial that may suit your pet’s needs.

For More Information

- Contact Us: (352)392-2235
- Request More Information
• New block in Apollo 2
• Available now (released last month)
• Can be used inline with content
• 3 colors: Blue, Orange, and Gray
• Supports the new Icon Library
NEW BLOCK

INLINE ALERTS
packet from the UF Graduate School.

We encourage you to apply at least one to two months before the registration deadline for the semester in which you would like to begin the program. (Please allow longer for international students).

You can check the completion status of your UF application on the UF Admissions website.

**Semester Application Deadlines**

- Spring semester: November 1st
- Summer C semester: March 1st
- Fall semester: July 1st

**INTERNATIONAL APPLICANTS:** Please submit applications 30-days prior to posted deadlines to insure time to properly process your application.

**Minimum Admission Criteria for Degree-Seeking Students**

Acceptance into the graduate degree programs is competitive and meeting the minimum requirements does not guarantee acceptance.

Minimum requirements for acceptance to the College of Veterinary Medicine’s Graduate Studies Program include (individual departments might have higher criteria):

GPA: 3.0 or above, with particular attention paid to the grades in upper division science and math courses (usually taken in the last 60 hours)
Undergraduate

INTERNATIONAL APPLICANTS
Please submit applications 30-days prior to posted deadlines to insure time to properly process your application.

MORE INFORMATION

Bachelor of Health Science, communication sciences and disorders major
The communication sciences and disorders major provides students with the foundation necessary for graduate study in audiology, speech-language pathology and other related fields. Courses are designed to develop students’ understanding of the normal bases of speech, language and hearing; and to introduce basic concepts related to the disorders that affect human communication.
Overview | Apply for on-campus program | Apply for online program

Bachelor of Health Science, health science major
The health science major is designed for students whose career goal is to work in the health professions, providing service to individuals and communities. Students are typically interested in pursuing careers in fields such as medicine, physician assistant studies, physical therapy, occupational therapy, dentistry, epidemiology or others.
Overview | Apply for program
New block in Apollo 2 to replace the old widget
Available in the next few weeks
Can be used inline with content
4 types: Critical, Cautionary, Informational, Positive
NEW CUSTOMIZER OPTIONS

ANIMATIONS
• Rich experience helps differentiate our sites from other Health Science Center and University sites
• Initial pack of 6 animations
• Can be added to header of a site
• Hope to add another 6~ animations to the pack
• Works on every page of site especially landing pages
NEW BLOCK

LANDING PAGE HERO
RESEARCH

AT THE UF COLLEGE OF MEDICINE

From deep brain stimulation and gene therapy to the invention of Gatorade and Trusopt, the UF College of Medicine has attained national leadership for its transformative, cutting-edge research. Among physicians and scientists, our institution is known for fostering a rich, collaborative environment that fuels discovery and encourages creativity. See how our research is changing lives.

RESEARCH CAREER OPENINGS  VIDEO SPOTLIGHTS  CONDUCTING RESEARCH  RESEARCH FACTS
From deep brain stimulation and gene therapy to the invention of Gatorade and Trusopt, the UF College of Medicine has attained national leadership for its transformative, cutting-edge research. Among physicians and scientists, our institution is known for fostering a rich, collaborative environment that fuels discovery and encourages creativity. See how our research is changing lives.
From deep brain stimulation and gene therapy to the invention of Gatorade and Trusopt, the UF College of Medicine has attained national leadership for its transformative, cutting-edge research. Among physicians and scientists, our institution is known for fostering a rich, collaborative environment that fuels discovery and encourages creativity. See how our research is changing lives.
LANDING PAGE HERO

DETAILS

- Supports a title, summary and up to four call to action buttons
- Title supports up to 2 parts to match UF’s brand border boxes
- Fills gap between homepage heroes and lead in opening paragraphs
- Works great with patterns and animations
NEW CUSTOMIZER OPTIONS

PATTERN KITS
• Everyone is using our default kit (dots & crosshatches)
• We are adding 4 more kits with 2 patterns each
• We hope to add many more over time
• New controls for changing which texture is in the header
Based on your input and feedback
- Wider layout for fitting more content on larger screens
- Better spacing between blocks
- Blocks will work better on all page templates
THAT’S ALL!

THANK YOU.